Epilepsy in the end-of-life phase in patients with high-grade gliomas
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Abstract Epilepsy is common in patients with brain tumors. Patients presenting seizures as the first sign of a malignant glioma are at increased risk of recurrent seizures despite treatment with antiepileptic drugs. However, little is known about the incidence of epilepsy in the last stage of disease and in the end-of-life phase of brain tumor patients. We retrospectively analyzed the incidence of seizures in the last months of life in a series of patients affected by high-grade gliomas who were assisted at home during the whole course of the disease until death. A total of 157 patients were available for analysis. Of these patients, 58 (36.9 %) presented seizures in the last month before death. The risk of seizures in the end-of-life phase is higher in patients presenting previous history of epilepsy, particularly in patients with late-onset epilepsy. Out of the 58 patients presenting seizures in the last month of life, 86.2 % had previously had seizures and 13.8 % were seizure free. Most patients may encounter swallowing difficulties in taking anticonvulsants orally due to dysphagia and disturbances of consciousness, thus anticonvulsant treatment needs to be modified in advance. Loss of seizure control in the end-of-life phase may influence the quality of life of patients and their caregivers.
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Introduction Epilepsy is common in patients with brain tumors (BT), with more than one-third of cases with primary brain tumors presenting epileptic seizures during the course of disease [1–3]. Seizures may represent the symptom leading to diagnosis of glioma, but they may also appear at glioma recurrence or during disease progression [4–7]. The frequency of epilepsy in patients with BT is 30 % or more depending on tumor type [1, 2]. For 30–50 % of patients with BT, an epileptic seizure is the presenting clinical sign of a tumor; 10–30 % will develop seizures later on in the course of disease [4, 8]. Several factors affect epileptogenesis in patients with BT, including tumor histology, tumor location, changes in peritumoral environment, and genetic factors [5, 6, 8–11]. Low-grade gliomas (LGG) are the most epileptogenic, and seizure occurrence is reported in 60–88 % of patients. The frequency of seizures in high-grade glioma is lower (30–50 % in glioblastoma). Epilepsy may occur at the onset of disease or in the follow-up phase (late-onset seizures) [4]. In patients without seizures at the onset of disease, the probability of developing epilepsy is reported to be relatively low [6, 12]. Patients with malignant glioma, who commonly present with seizures as the first sign, are at increased risk of recurrent seizures [4]. Recurrent seizures are frequent (50–75 %) in patients...
Oral intake of drugs [17]. Seizures control is an important issue in clinical management and supportive care in neuro-oncology. Quality of life of BT patients is strongly influenced by the severity of epilepsy and intensity of anticonvulsant treatment. Moreover, patients presenting uncontrolled seizures have been reported to suffer from major neurological deficits including a number of neuropsychological and psychological problems [13–15]. Several papers have reported the incidence of seizures at the onset or in the course of disease, but little is known about the frequency of epilepsy in the last stage of disease and in the end-of-life phase of BT patients [12, 16–18]. Recent papers have reported a surprising high incidence of epilepsy (37–50 %) in the last week of life of BT patients [16–18]. Epilepsy seems to be one of the more frequent symptoms in the last stage of disease. Even patients not presenting epilepsy in their previous history of disease may present seizures in the last period of life [4].

In a small series of BT patients dying in hospital, almost 50 % of patients presented seizures in the last 2 weeks before death [17]. In a previous study by our group on “End of Life issues in BT patients,” we reported that epilepsy represents a major issue in the management of dying patients, particularly in those assisted at home [18]. Seizure occurrence in the last period of life may influence the quality of life of patients and families. It further requires adequate supportive care and treatment modifications, considering that most patients in their end-of-life phase present symptoms, for instance, disturbances of consciousness and dysphagia, that may affect oral intake of drugs [17].

In the terminal phase of the disease, as a result of social, economic, individual, and cultural reasons, some patients are admitted to hospital, while others die in hospices or at home. The different settings of care in the end-of-life phase of BT patients may explain the lack of data in the neuro-oncology literature providing the real incidence of symptoms and supportive care needs. The aim of this study is to evaluate the incidence of seizures in the last months of life in a series of patients affected by high-grade gliomas assisted at home during the whole course of the disease until death.

Materials and methods

At the Regina Elena National Cancer Institute, Rome, a pilot project called “Palliative home-care for neuro-oncological patients,” including a comprehensive program of home care supported by the Regione Lazio Health System, has been carried out since 2000. The home staff included one neurologist, two physiotherapists, two psychologists, one social worker, and four specialist nurses. Home assistance for patients discharged by our institution included neurologic surveys, nurse assistance, neurorehabilitation, psychological support, and social worker support for patients and families. In the late stages of the disease, patients received daily home visits for palliative and supportive care, nursing, and psychological support. With the aim to collect data on symptoms experienced in the last stage of the disease, particularly regarding incidence of seizures, in 2005 an electronic record system was established to collect history data on seizures (seizure incidence before the last month of life), seizure frequency during the last month of life, and related anticonvulsant treatment. We defined seizures according to the International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) classification system [19]. Previous seizures were defined as seizure at onset in case of epilepsy as the presenting symptom of the tumor or late-onset epilepsy in case of seizures occurring during the course of the disease but not present previously. Incidence of symptoms affecting oral intake of drugs (disturbances of consciousness and dysphagia) was also collected.

Characteristics of patients, and incidence of neurological symptoms and complications in the last stage of disease, were retrospectively collected from home care clinical records. One hundred fifty-seven records of patients dying between 2005 and 2009 were available for analysis.

Statistical analysis

SPSS software 15.0 was used for statistical analysis. Baseline characteristics and incidence were analyzed by means of descriptive statistics. Chi-square tests and T tests were used to test differences in baseline characteristics between the studied patients and other patients in the cohort.

Results

One hundred fifty-seven records of consecutive patients who died at home between 2005 and 2009 were available for the analysis. Patients who died in other settings (hospitals or hospices) were not included in this study. All patients were affected by high-grade gliomas (grade 3 and grade 4).

Overall, 58 (36.9 %) patients presented one or more seizures in the last month before death. All patients except eight were administered antiepileptic therapy. Seizure type was focal in 79 % of cases and secondarily generalized in 18 %, and 2.5 % of patients had epileptic status. There was no significant difference of gender between patients with or without seizures in the last month of life (chi-square 0.330; \( p = 0.566 \)).

Concerning previous seizure history (epilepsy before last month of life), 85 (54.1 %) of patients reported at least one seizure during disease and 72 (45.8 %) were seizure free.
Among 85 patients presenting seizures during the course of disease, 61.1 % of patients (52/85) had seizures at onset and 38.8 % (33/85) presented late-onset epilepsy.

The risk of seizures in the end-of-life phase was found to be higher in patients presenting previous history of epilepsy, particularly in patients with late-onset epilepsy: out of 52 patients presenting epilepsy at onset, 25 (48.1 %) presented seizures in the last month of life; out of 33 patients presenting late-onset epilepsy, 25 (75.8 %) presented seizures in the last month of life (p < 0.001) (Table 1). Among the 99 patients not presenting seizures in the last month of life, 41.2 % experienced seizures during the course of the disease and 64.7 % were seizure free [p < 0.0001; odds ratio (OR) 11.429, confidence interval (CI): 4.872–26.806].

Eight patients (5.0 %) not experiencing seizures in the previous history of disease presented seizures in the last month of life. There was no significant correlation between seizure occurrence and tumor histology (chi-square 1,735; p = 0.42). Furthermore, we did not observe any significant differences between tumor location in the brain and incidence of epilepsy in the end-of-life phase (chi-square 1,735; p = 0.52).

**Table 1** Risk of seizures in last month of life according to previous history of epilepsy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Previous History of Epilepsy</th>
<th>Seizures in Last Month</th>
<th>No Seizures in Last Month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epilepsy at onset, 52 (33.7 %)</td>
<td>25 (48.1 %)</td>
<td>27 (51.9 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late-onset epilepsy, 33 (21 %)</td>
<td>25 (75.8 %)*</td>
<td>8 (24.2 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No previous epilepsy, 72 (45.3 %)</td>
<td>8 (11.1 %)</td>
<td>64 (89.9 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < 0.001

Anticonvulsant treatment

The majority of patients (n = 138) were treated with AEDs. Among the group of 99 patients not presenting seizures during the course of disease, only 19 patients (12.1 %) were not treated with prophylactic AED therapy; none of them experienced seizures.

No correlations were observed between AED treatment and probability of presenting seizures in the end-of-life phase. Among patients presenting seizures in the last month of life, 86.2 % were taking AEDs.

Neurological deterioration in the end-of-life phase, particularly difficulty in swallowing, disturbances of consciousness, and palliative sedation, may influence oral intake of AEDs. In our population of BT patients followed at home in the last month of life, 110 patients (70 %) presented mild to severe dysphagia, and 88 required parenteral hydration. Ninety-nine patients (63 %) presented disturbances of consciousness from lethargy to coma lasting from 1 to 31 days before death. In another eight cases, pharmacological palliative sedation was initiated in response to delirium. Only 29 (18.4 %) patients were able to swallow oral drugs until the last days of life.

Considering the difficulty in ability to swallow due to progressive neurological deterioration, we modified antiepileptic therapy in 130 patients in advance, independently of seizure occurrence, introducing parenteral AEDs (mainly intramuscular phenobarbital).

**Discussion**

Little is known about the symptoms and needs of BT patients in the end-of-life phase, with too many patients not receiving adequate supportive care [17]. However, increased attention is being paid to palliative care and end-of-life issues in neuro-oncology. There is a large consensus regarding the need to improve knowledge regarding patients in end-of-life care and enhancing the quality of palliative care for patients dying from BTs. Patients and their caregivers should be assisted in an adequate setting by a well-trained neuro-oncology multidisciplinary palliative team dedicated to managing frequent symptoms. Recently, some studies have focused on supportive care needs of BT patients in the last stage of disease [16–18]. A surprisingly high incidence of epilepsy in patients with BT has been reported in these studies, but still few data are available on epilepsy in the last stage of disease. This is the first study reporting the incidence of epilepsy in the end-of-life phase in a large population of patients with high-grade gliomas assisted at home until death. Our results show that epilepsy is one of the most frequent symptoms in the last stage of disease of BT patients (36.9 %).

The risk of presenting seizures in the last month of disease is significantly higher in patients with previous history of epilepsy (86.2 % in patients with previous seizures versus 13.8 % in seizure-free patients). Seizures may occur in the last days of life also in patients not experiencing seizures previously.

Given the high incidence of seizures in the last period of life, anticonvulsant treatment in this stage of disease needs to be optimized. Recommendations for use of AEDs in neuro-oncology are available, but not specifically focused on the terminal phase of the disease [18, 20–22]. The majority of patients in the last month of life of our series had difficulty in taking drugs orally due to dysphagia, disturbances of consciousness, or both, thus showing that use of more commonly utilized oral AEDs in the end-of-life phase may be problematic. In the last stage of the disease, neuro-oncologists should modify the prescription of AEDs in advance [17]. Oral treatment needs to be adapted according
to the various ways of administering the drugs (intramuscular, rectal, transdermal, or subcutaneous). The issues concerning AED prophylaxis in high-risk patients in the end-of-life phase and regarding the route of antiepileptic administration need to be better evaluated by carrying out larger studies. At present, there are no data regarding the preferred drug [16]. The availability of AEDs for parenteral use may be different in various countries; however, in our experience we preferred use of intramuscular phenobarbital in patients assisted at home or intravenous levetiracetam in hospitalized patients.

This study presents several limits due to possibly underestimating seizure incidence in this population of patients. Moreover, in the home care setting and in the end-of-life phase, it does not allow us to obtain neurophysiologic data and serum concentration of AEDs that may influence seizure incidence.

The occurrence of seizures in the end-of-life phase may influence the quality of life of patients and their caregivers. Moreover, lack of control of symptoms often leads to rehospitalization, increasing healthcare system costs and more importantly worsening patients’ quality of life. Correct management and information given to families may avoid inappropriate hospital readmission in case of uncontrolled seizures. BT patients’ symptoms in the end-of-life phase are particularly complex, requiring a multidisciplinary approach by a well-trained neuro-oncology team.

However, currently there is a lack of palliative care provision for patients affected by advanced brain tumor. Nevertheless, there is a great need for education in palliative and end-of-life care in neuro-oncology. Wider availability of palliative programs and home care models of assistance may represent an alternative to in-hospital care for managing patients dying of brain tumors and may improve the quality of end-of-life care [23].

Further clinical research is needed to develop specific palliative care guidelines for appropriate management of patients with BTs.
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